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An explicit expression is obtained for the longitudinal dielectric constant E(k, w) of a fully degenerate 
relativistic electron gas, and the low-frequency ion-acoustic and high-frequency electronic plasma 
oscillations are considered in detail. It is shown that allowance for the relativism influences only the 
determination of the main parameters of the plasma, without changing essentially the character of the 
oscillation spectra. 

1. We have obtained an explicit expression for the 
longitudinal dielectric constant e(k, w) of an electron 
gas with zero temperature, with allowance taken for the 
quantum and relativistic effects, and have considered 
oscillations of a relativistic degenerate electron:.ion 
plasma, which are determined, as is well known, by the 
equation 

e(k, (J)) =0. 

We recall that in the classical case E is determined 
by an integral (see, e.g., [lJ) 

e(k, ro) = 1- 4ne' s~ (k 8/(p)) 
k' kv-ro op 

(1) 

and if we substitute here the Fermi distribution for 
fully degenerate electrons (f(p) = 2/ (21Th)3 for p < p0 

=n(31T2n) 113-the Fermi momentum), then we obtain a 
quasiclassical approximation suitable fork« k0 = p0 /11.: 

e(k,ro)=1+~( 2ko )'(1--1-ln1+NIIo) 
nlivo k 2NIIo 1 - Nllo ' 

(2) 

where N = kc/w is the refractive index and {30 = v0 / c, 
so that N {30 = kvo/ w = v0 /vphase· It will be shown later 
that expression (2) is valid for k « k0 also in the rela
tivistic case, when the velocity on the Fermi boundary 
is equal to Vo = Po/my 0 , where y 0 = [1 + (p0 /mc) 2) 112 

= (1 - tfor112 • In the quantum nonrelativistic case we 
have (see[l' 2J) 

e(k,ro)= 1- 4ne'J~[t(P+~)- t(p-~)] 
lik' kv-ro 2 2 

_ 1 4ne' J fdp 
- --;;: (kv-ro)'-(lik'/2m)'' (3) 

and for T = 0 we can obtain from this 

e(k, ro) = 1 +___.::__ ( 2ko )'{ 1 +~[ (1- a+')ln °+ + 1 
2nliv, k 2k a+ -1 

+(1-a-')ln a-+ 1 ]}. 
(J_ -1 

(4) 

where a.= (k/2ko) ± (w/kv0). 

The most general expression for e(k, w), with account 
taken of all the quantum and relativistic corrections, 
including the effects of recoil, the possibility of produc
tion of electron-positron pairs, and the contribution of 
the positrons, was obtained by Tsytovich[3 J and presen
ted by him in the form (in the formula (5) we assume for 
brevity the units ii = 1 and c = 1) 
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e(k, ro) 

= 1 _ 4ne' Jt d [ e.- B•-• A- + e.+ B•-• A ] + 6 
ro' p (e.-e.-•)'-ro' (e.+e•-•)'-ro' + 8 ' 

(5) 

where f = (np + np)/ 41T3 (n,- Fermi distributions of the 

electrons and positrons), 

f -- e.'"+kp-2(kp) 2k-' 
0 e. = ym• + p', A± = 1 ±, , 

8p8p-k 

and the quantity o E takes into account the polarization 
of the vacuum. 

In the present paper, the integral in (5) is calculated 
for the case T = 0, when there are no free positrons 
<np = 0), and the electrons are fully degenerate <np = 1). 

Individual stages of the calculations are briefly indicated 
in Appendices I and II. The result can be represented in 
the form (for region I of Fig. 1) 

8 , == 1 + e'/lic { _ i._ln 1 + llo + ~~ + y,a In (po- S+) (po- 6-) 
4n 3 1-p, 3 x' x' (P• + s+) (p. + s-) 

+ yb ln• (~+ + llo) (~- -p,) + cy';. ln.(~++ llo) (~- + llo) } 
x' (~+ -p,) (~- + llo) Y' (~+ -p,) (~- -llo) . 

We have introduced here the notation 

x=lik/2mc, y=liro/2mc', 

y' 
x=y'+--

x'-y' 

and the coefficients 
a= x•- y' - 1/ayo', b=x'-y.•·- 1/sy', 

(6) 

c=y'-'j,x (7) 

From formula (6) in the limit as 11. - 0 we can obtain 
the quasiclassical case (2) indicated above, and in the 
limit as c-oo we can obtain the nonrelativistic case 
(4). 

FIG. 1. The x, y plane: region I) 
"> 0, N > I, Vphase < v0 ; region I') 
" > 0, N > I, Vphase > Vo; region II) 
"> 0, N <I, Vphase > c; region III) 
K<O, N< 1. 

!J=hw/2mc' 
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2. Let us consider longitudinal oscillations in the 
described system. Since it should contain ions that 
compensate for the charge of the electrons, the equation 
for the oscillations is of the form 

s(k, ro) + ~s. = 0, (8) 

where dEi =- (w0i/ w} 2 is the ion increment (the ions 
are assumed to be non-degenerate, and W~i = 47rnief1Mi 
is their plasma frequency). Equation (8) has, as is well 
known, two roots, one of which corresponds to low
frequency ion- acoustic oscillations and the second to 
high-frequency electronic oscillations. 

For low frequencies, using formula (6) and expanding 
E(k, w) in a series in small y with x < Po, we obtain ac
curate to terms of order y2 

s(k, ro) = s(k, 0) + y~p,(z) + y'ql,(z) +... (9) 

The first term, corresponding to the penetrability for 
zero frequency, is equal here to 

s(k,ro)J •• o=1+ e'/ftc{-·~ln 1+llo+_!~ 
4n 3 1-llo 3z' 

+.Y!.(z' -~) ln (Po- z )' + l'1 + z' (2z' -1)ln( llol'r::t="? +z )"}· 
z' 3 Po + z 3z' llot'1 + z' - z 

(10) 

At small x « Po this expression, as expected, takes the 
form 

I e' 'l'oPo 1 
s(k,O) zc0,=1+----=1+--, 

nne x' k'd' (11) 

where d = ('/3 povol 47rne2}112 is the radius of the Debye 
screening of the charges in the plasma. 

The term linear in y in formula (9) corresponds to 
the imaginary part 

. e' (yo' -z') 
YIJ't(Z) = ~Tc'"y 2z' (12) 

and describes the damping of the waves, while the term 
quadratic in y, which represents a correction to the 
real part of E, is equal to 

2 e' 2 'l'o{ 2z'-y,' ( Po+z )' Y ~pz(z) = 4--;;- y --. 4po 2 2 + z ln ---
n"c z po -x po-X 

- 1 ln (Poif+x' + xy~)' } . 
y,xy1 + X2 (Po'- X2) 

(13) 

When x approaches the point x* = p 0 , this correction 
becomes anomalously large, so that the expansion (9) is 
not valid near this point. We note also that when x ap
proaches the point x* = p 0 , the imaginary part decrea
ses, and when x > p 0 it is entirely absent (see Fig. 2). 

Assuming y to be small and neglecting in the expan
sion (9) all the terms except the zeroth E{k, 0}, we ob
tain from (8) an approximate law for the dispersion of 
the ion-acoustic waves w2 = w~il E(k, 0). At small k 
(x «Po) it takes the form w = Csk, where Cs = woid is 
the speed of sound for long waves. 

Let us examine in somewhat greater detail expres
sion (10) for E{k, 0), writing it in the form (see (11)) 

s(k, 0) = 1 + a(k) I k 2d'. (14) 

The difference between the coefficient a(k} and unity 
characterizes the distortion of the Debye screening and, 

FIG. 2. Family of hyperbolas 
Po =±~±·For regions 3 and 5 in 
the integrals (1.11 )-(1.13) we 
have a pole Pll = ~± <Po, and for r, 
regions 2, 3, 5, and 7 we have a 
pole IP11 '= 1~-1 <p0 and in these 
regions Im e 4= 0. 

y 

by definition, we obtain for a(k) from formulas (10) 
and (11) 

a(k) =_!_.+'/avo'- x' ln (Po +·z )' 
3 4poX po-Z . 

I 

+ l'1+z_' (2x'-1)ln(llo1'~+x)'-___::_ln 1+llo. 
12y,p,x llol'1+z'-x 3y0p0 1-110 (15} 

In _the nonrelativistic approximation (c-oo) this ex
pression takes the form (a = 1 Is = xl p0 = kl2k0} 

a •.• =..!__+ (1- o') ln 1 + o 
· 2 4o · 1-o 

=--}+ 8 ~/ (s+1)ln(s+1)- (s~ 1 ) (s-1)ln(s-1) (16} 

and can be obtained also from formula (4). In the ultra
relativistic limit (Po- oo), on the other hand, we obtain 
from the general formula (15) 

2 [ 1+2o , 1+o 2 · a ] Un.y.=- 1+---(1-o) ln--+o ln--
3 4o 1- o 1 + o (17) 

= ~ [ 1+ s;/ (s+ 1)'ln(s+ 1)- 8
4;,

2 (s-1)'ln(s-1)]. 

where, as before, a= 1ls = xlp0 = kl2k0• Expressions 
(16) and (17) have no singularities at the point x = p 0 

and differ little from each other (see Fig. 3}, so that 
practically for all k the dispersion of the sound is given 
by the law 

kd 
roac= ffio1 ~ OOoi 

. l'1 + k'd' 

(for kd ~ 1). 
(18) 

The damping decrement defined by the imaginary part 
(12) is equal to 

(k) I n kp, 1-(x/y,)2 (19) 
'I' = mro=12 MJZ, (1+k'd')'' 

where ~ is the mass and Zi = ei I e is the charge of the 
ions. When x > p 0 , there is no damping. 

FIG. 3. The function a(k) (see 
formula (14)) which characterizes 
the quantum distortion of the De bye 
screening for nonrelativistic (I) and 
ultrarelativistic (II) cases. 

d(K) 
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3. For the high-frequency electronic oscillations, 
the ion increment to Eq. (8) is negligible, and the root 
of the equation E(k, w) = 0 fall in region I if x > y and 
in region III if x < y. In the latter region, the expres
sion for E takes the form 

8 = 1 + e'/h'?_ {-~ln 1 + ~o + ~ VoPo + y,a 1., + .!!!!_ 1., + c{x 1c,}' 
4n 3 1 - ~o 3 x' x' x' y' 

(20) 

where X1 ,2,a are determined by formulas (I, 23) (see the 
Appendix I). Expanding in terms of small k, we get 

e(k, {J)) = e(O, w) + x''IJ,(y) + .... (21) 

Here 

e'/hc { 4 1 + ~o 4 VoPo e(O w)= 1+-- --ln-----
' 4n 3 1 - ~o 3 y' 

-~ 11- y' (2 '+ 1)arct 2~oY1f=Y' } 
3 y' y g y' ( i + ~o')- 1 . (22) 

For small y « 1 we have 

e(O w) = 1 _ e'/hc po'~o = 1 _ w02 (23) 
' 3n y' w' ' 

where w~ = 41Tne2/myo is the square of the plasma fre
quency with allowance for the relativism. In the non
relativistic case y 0 = 1. The correction term in form
ula (21) is equal to 

,,, ( ) _ , e'/hc { 4p0y0 [Yo'+'/, y02 + 2y04 + 2] 
X "1'2 y -X -- ---

4n (yo'-y')' 3y' 10y' 

1 2~,yl"1- y' } -==c- arctg . 
y'}'1- y' y'(1 + ~o') -1 

(24) 

When y « 1, this term is equal to 

x''IJ,(y)/,.n=-x'e'/hc po'~o' =-~wo',( kv0 )'. ( 25) 
5n y' · 5 w' w 

Using formulas (23)-(25) and solving the equation 
E(k, w) = 0, we obtain the dispersion law for the plasma 
waves in the case y « 1 with allowance for relativism 

w' ~ wo'(1 + 'j,k'd' + ... ), (26) 

where d2 = (1/3)p0v0 / 41Tne2 is the square of the rela
tivistic Debye radius (see (11)). Formula (26) coincides 
with the corresponding nonrelativistic formulaUl, so 
that allowance for the relativism influences only the 
determination of the quantities w0 and d. We note also 
that there is no imaginary part of E in region lli, and 
therefore the plasma oscillations are not damped. 

Formula (26) is valid when y ,:,; fl w0 /2mc2 « 1 or in 
other words p~ /y 0 « 31Tflc/ e2 , which is satisfied ap
proximately up to densities n ~ 1034 cm-3 , including 
also the ultrarelativistic case (p = me at n = 5.9 
x 1029 cm-3). At y close to unity it is necessary to use 
the exact formula (22). From it we find, in particular, 
that y = 1, i.e., w = 2mc2/n satisfies the equation for 
plasma oscillations E(w, 0) = 0 at a density ne = 2.7 
x 1034 em -a. At still higher densities, the branch of the 
longitudinal plasma oscillations falls in region II. 

4. In region II expression (20) for E remains in 
force, and Xa can be determined from formula (1.23), 
whereas X2 can be represented for region IT in the form 

_ A h [ 2~oy(1- N'Jix ] (27) 
1.,- 2 rt y'(~o'- N') + x(1- N'~o') . 

At small x « 1, expanding E(k, w) in powers of x, we 
obtain 

Here 

e11 (k, w) =e(O, w) +x''IJ,"(y) + ... +ilme. 

. e' /he { 4 1 + ~o 4 Yo Po e(O w)= 1+-- --In------
' 4n 3 1 - ~o 3 y' 

+--'--(2 '+ 1)Arth poY rY 2 ' 1y' - 1 2R ' 1 2 - 1 } 
3 y' y y' (1 + ~,')- 1 ' 

(28) 

(29) 

which is an analytic continuation of formula (22) into the 
region y > 1. 

Assuming here that y ~ 1 and Yo ~ Po ~ 1, we can 
discard all the terms in the curly brackets except the 
second, and then we have for the plasma waves 

(30) 

which practically coincides with (23). The correction 
factor x21/Jp(y) in (28) is obtained from (24) by making 
the substitution tan-1 - tanh-1 • The imaginary part of E 
in (28) is described by formula (II.9) and is negative, 
which should lead to a buildup of the oscillations. This 
unnatural result is obtained because in our calculations 
we did not take into account the vacuum polarization. 
Tsytovich laJ calculated the vacuum correction 15 Evac 
for the imaginary part (we note incidentally that in 
formula (27) ofl3J the factor 2 has been left out in error) 
and has shown that it canceled out completely the im
aginary part of (II. 9), thereby eliminating the indicated 
paradox. Thus, in region 5 the plasma oscillations of a 
fully degenerate electron gas are undamped. 

5. In conclusion, it can be stated that the allowance 
for relativism made in this article influences only the 
determination of the main parameters of the plasma- the 
Debye radius d and the plasma frequency w0 , and does 
not change significantly the character of the spectra of 
both the ion- acoustic and plasma electron oscillations 
(see, in particular, Fig. 3 and formula (26)). 

APPENDIX I 

Calculation of the Integral (5) for E(k, w) 

Since the calculations are quite cumbersome it is 
apparently useful to indicate briefly the individual sta
ges. If we introduce the momenta p 11 and p 1.• which are 
longitudinal and transverse relative to the wave vector 
k, and introduce the dimensionless notation 

hk hw 
x==2mc' y = 2mc'' 

kc x 
N=-=-, 

(i) y 
Po 

po=
mc 

then, introducing also the variables 

-----< 
Yo =f1 + Po 2 , 

(1.1) 

P = ...!.., Pu . .c = PH , Y = Y1 + Pu' + P.c', Yu = 11 + pu', (1.2) 
me me 

we can, after reducing the expression in the square 
brackets to a common denominator, represent the in
tegral (5) in the form 
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e'/ftc 1 "'dp 1 ••• 
e = 1--4 '{-J -+- J c4>u[(pu-x)'- y'] P-+(p,,)- L(P.u)J}. 

ny n 0 y y -P, ' 

(1.3) 

Here >..t(P 11 ) are logarithms defined by the integrals with 
respect to the variable momenta: 

where S = Np 11 + y(1- N2). Thus, we first integrated 
with respect to p1 • We note that the logarithms >..(p 11 ) 

vanish at p 11 = ±p0 , and therefore it is necessary to 
satisfy for them the identities 

+Po i} 

J (-"-±}dru = 0. 
-P, iJpu 

It is convenient to represent the derivatives in the form 
a N 
-4=-8---A±(yB+NxC), (1.5) 
iJpu ±'Yo 

where K == y2 + 1/(N2 - 1), and the quantities A, B, and 
C, which depend on the integration variable p 11 , are 
equal to 

A= 
(pu-xl'Vu B= (pu-x) 

'Yu[(Pu-x)'-x]' yu[(pu-x)'-x] • 
1 

C= [( )' ] • 'Yu pu-x -x 
(1.6) 

and thus the indicated identities can be written in the 
form 

+po d 1 +Po 
J-P_u_=- J dp 11 [A =t=(yB+NxC)]. (1.7) 
-r, S ±'Yo N -p, · 

Calculating now the last integral in (1.3) by parts, we 
get 

e'/ftc 1 Po dp 1 +Po iJ } 
e=1+-{--J-+-J dpuf!-("-+-L) , (I 8) 

4rry' n 0 y y -P, iJp,, . · 

where J.l(Pu) = (1/3)(p 11 - x) 3 - y2(p 11 - x), and taking into 
account the identities (I. 7), it is easy to verify that the 
integrand here can be replaced by the equivalent form 
(we leave out terms that are certainly odd in p 11 ): 

i} 2yo ( 2y' ) 2y 4y 2 
[1-("-+-L)-+- -+x +-vu--(1+y) 

iJp 11 3N x 3 3y 11 (I. 9) 

+ 2~>A- !,(y'b+xN'c)B-2yx( ~'+c) C. 

For brevity we have introduced here the following co
efficients that do not depend on p 11 : 

'Yo' a=x'-y'- 3 , 2 2 Y2 

b=x -y, - 3 , c = y'-; . (1.10) 

In addition to trivial terms, the answer contains thus 
three integrals of the expressions A, B, and C. 

The appearance of the imaginary part of the dielec
tric constant is connected with the vanishing of the de
nominator [(PI/- x)2 - K] in these integrals. When 
K < 0, there is certainly no imaginary part, and when 
K > 0 the imaginary part can occur following half a 
circuit around the indicated pole. 

Let us calculate the integrals with A, B, and C, as
suming for concreteness that K > 0. For the integral 
with A we have (see (1.6)) 

(1.11) 

We have introduced here the convenient notation ~ + == x 
± .fK. For the two other integrals we obtain (see (f6)) 

+Po 1' +Po dpu 1 1 1 s Bdp 11 =- J (--+--) = ---,-[I(~+)-I(~-)), 
2 )'1 + Pu' Pu-S+ Pu- 6-- 2 

-Po -Po (1.1 2) 

+Po 1 +Po, dpll 1 1 1 
J Cdp11 =--=J (-----) =-[1(~+)-I(s-)). 
_.,, 2Yx _00 )'1 + Pu' Pu-S+ Pll- ~- 2fx 

(1.13) 

Here the function I(~) is equal to (we make the substitu
tion p 11 = (1/2)(z- 1/ z)) 

, +Po d f Vo+Po d 
I(£)= J Pu = 2 J z 

-Po )'1 + Pll2 (pu-s) •o-Po (z- s) 2 - ( 1 + ~') 

=---1-ln -'f(6)+(3o 
1'1 + £' -'f(~)- (3o ' 

(1.14) 

where we put -'f( 0 = U v'T+'P: Substituting (1. 9) into 
the integral (1.8) with allowance for the formulas 
(1.11)-(1.13), we obtain forE 

e=1+e'/ftc {-_iln 1+(3o +8y,p, +~aln (p.-x)'-x 
4n 3 1-(3, 3x' x' (Po+x)'-x 

- ( b +eN' 1. X) (y' +X -y,(} I(£+)- (b-eN' l'X') (y'- xr%) I(£-) }. 
y x' y x·' 

(1.15) 

Further simplifications and an analysis of these 
formulas is best carried out separately in different 
regions of the (x, y) plane (see Fig. 1). If, given K and x, 
we solve the equation 

x = y' + y'/ (x' - y') (1.16) 

relative toy, then we obtain respectively for regions I, 
II, and lli 

Yr = 'f,(¥1 + S+2 - ¥1 1- 5-'), Yn.m = '/,(11 + ~+2 + Y1 + £-'), 
(1.17) 

and therefore we get for the coefficients preceding the 
functions I(~:!) in (1.15) 

(y' ± xYx) I= ±y11 + S±'• (y' ± xl'x) ll, Ill = yy1 + s±'· (1.18) 

Taking these relations into account, we can write 
E(k, w) in region I in the form (here 9J± = .0( ~ ±)) 

e<'l = 1 + e'/ftc {- i_ln 1 + (3o + ~ 'YoP• 
4n 3 1- (3 0 3 x' 

+ y,a ln (Po- s+) (po- s-) +~In (.%'+ + (3,) (9J_- (3,) 
x' (po + £+) (po + £-) x' (911+- (3,) (-'f_ + (3,) 

+ c l'xln (-'f+ + (3,) (9!J_ + (3,) } . 
y' (9!J+- (3o) (9!J_- '(3o) 

(1.19) 

For regions II and III it is necessary to interchange the 
coefficients in front of the last two logarithms. It is 
very convenient to use the parametric representation of 
E(k, w) with the aid of hyperbolic functions. It is neces
sary to use here a different notation for the arguments 
in different regions of the xy plane. 
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In region I we have N = x/y > 1 and therefore it is 
convenient to put (s '2: 0, t '2: 0, f 2 0) 

x=chtshs, y=shtshs,N=x/y=ctht>1, p0 =shj. (1.20) 

We then get 

l'x=shtchs, s±=x±l'x=sh(s±t), '~o=th/, (1.21) 
fR±=th(s±t), 

so that formula (1.19) for E can be written in this region 
in the form 

e'/lie { 8 4 sh 2/ yoa yb e -(x } 
e=1+-- --/+---+-1..+-Az+~A, ,(1.22) 

4n 3 3 x' x' x' y' 

where A1 ,2,3 are logarithms with respect to the values 

A,= In [th f- s- t th I-s+ t j th !+ s + t th f + s =.!_] 
2 2 2 2 • 

sh(f- s + t)sh(f + s + t) 
A, =ln , 

sh(f+ s- t)sh(f- s- t) 
sh(f+ s + t)sh(f + s- t) 

A, = ln . (I 23) 
sh(f- s- t)sh(f- s + t) ' 

We see here quite clearly that the four roots f = ± s ± t 
are the same for all three logarithms. 

For regions ll and lli formula (1.22) retains its form, 
but it is necessary in it to interchange the coefficients 
yb/ x3 and c IK/ y3 in front of the last two logarithms. In 
addition, the connection between x, y and the parameters 
s and t changes. Namely, in region II, where y > 1, it 
is necessary to assume 

x = sh s ch t, y = ch s ch t, (1.24) 

and for region Ill it is necessary to make the substitu
tion t-iT and to put 

x = sh s cosT, y = ch s cos 't. (I. 25) 

APPENDIX ll 

Imaginary Part of t:(k, w) 

Let us determine the imaginary part of E(k, w), 
which arises when the poles p 11 = ~. of the integrals 
(1.11)-(1.13) fall in the integration (nterval-po < p 11 

<+Po· Confining ourselves to the main quadrant x > 0 
and y > 0 of the (x, y) plane, we find the regions of 
values of x and y for which 0 < L < Po and -po < L 
< Po· When K < 0, i.e., in the region lll, there is no 
imaginary part, and for regions I or ll, where K > 0, we 
have the following situation: In the region I, where 
y = %(v't+1Y- ~(see (1.17)), the three curves 
Po= L and Po= ±L correspond to the three hyperbolas 

y~~-~- = 'J,("J'1 +(2x +Po)'- Yo}, (ll.1) 

shown in Fig. 2. In region ll, where y = %(~ 
+ ~, we obtain correspondingly the hyperbolas 

y~~~- = 'J,("J'1 +(2x- Po)'+y,). (ll.2) 

We note here that the same branch of the hyperbola 
y =' Y2(y + -II+{2x- p) 2) is first the curve Po= L from 
x =' 0 to x = Po, but for x > Po it continues already as 
the curve p 0 = ~ _. All these hyperbolas are described 
by the canonical equation 

(y±y,/2)' _ (x±po/2)' = 1 (ll.3) 
lj, 'j, . 

Figure 2 shows all these hyperbolas, which together 
with the boundaries of the region m divide the plane of 
the main quadrant into eight regions, which are also 
shown in Fig. 2. The imaginary part of E(k, w) is 
represented by four different methods. In the Cerenkov 
case for N > 1 we have (the index denotes the region in 
Fig. 2) 

e' ( y,a yb cl'x) e' ( · Q'-P•') 
Ime2 =-- ----+-- =-- Q-P.- , 

4/ie x' x' y' 41ie 3 
(ll.4) 

where for brevity we put Q = IK/y and P. = (Y + Yo)/x. 
In the nonrelativistic limit (c-oo) we obtain from th 

this the known expression 
e' (f- o-') 

Im 8 ' = liv0 (k/ko)' ' 

where ko = mvo/fl, a_= (k/2ko)- (w/kvo). 

(ll.5) 

In region 3 there are two poles p 11 = ~. , and we ob-
tain there -

e' ( yb) e' y,'-x'+y'/3 
Ime3 =-- -2- =-!} . 

41ie x' lie 2x' (ll.6) 

In the nonrelativistic limit we have 

Im e, = e' 2(ro/kv,) (ll. 7) 
, liv, (k/k,)' · 

We consider further region ll, where N < 1. There 
we have for the region 7 the pole p 11 = L, and we get 

Ime, =~(- y,a + yb _e{;;) = -~(Q-P-- Q'-P-')' 
41ic x' x' y' 41ie 3 

(ll.8) 
where Q = (IK/y) < 1, p_ = (y- y 0)/x. In region 5 there 
are both poles p 11 = ~ t, and there we have 

Ime, =~(-2 el'-;,_) = -~!]_(1-~). (II.9) 
41ie y' lie 2 3 

Inasmuch as y > 1 in region II, the transition to the 
nonrelativistic limit in formulas (ll. 8) and (II. 9) is im
possible. The imaginary parts in this region are due to 
the fact that the wave can generate electron-positron 
pairs (seel3 J ). 
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